Traffic Feeback
How do we measure traffic
safety?
Transit St - spillover highway
traffic
Difficult to measure near misses

Look at what the
reduction in parking
would be if the
developers enforce
TDM plans (Zipcar etc.)

Consider
extending
the study
area north
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Deliveries are a
nightmare on S.
Main - short term
parking would be
helpful for this

Meters are
broken, leads
to long term
parking

Bike lane is
very wide

Steep side
streets,
difficut at
ligfhhts

Out of town people
park for long
periods of time,
taking parking from
the local
businesses

Housing in the city
is a paramount
issue: we can't
prioritize storage
for their cars

Highway
mentality in
terms of
speeds: very
unsafe at the
crossing
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Reduction in
speeds after
the bike lane
was installed
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Increased
congestion since the
bike lane,
specifically due to
loading/delivery
issues

Everyone's goals are
very similar - we need
to be open minded as
this moves forward

High
speeds on
Benefit
Street
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Consider bicycle
traffic

Consider including
Wickenden traffic

Study bus tunnel

Scope should begin at
the Crawford St. bridge
Should include more
than just peak periods

Should not assume that
every person who moves to
the area will be driving- this
is not a suburb; how can we
attract people who do not
own cars

Consider the existing bus
network when we do our
study; good bus service
is critical to those who do
not own vehicles

Consider including
the 195 exit to the
food market

Consider elevated
traffic volune during
Waterfire

Consider deliveries to
local businesses

Parking Feedack
St.
Parking needs to
be better
enforced - how
long are people
parking here?

People
parking in the
loading zone,
no
enforcement
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Consider
congestion related
to construction

Super high
volume on
Wickenden
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Include nighttime
parking for
consideration - for
restaurants and
nightlife

Scope is too narrow

Consider removing
parking all together

Trader Joes is
comfortable with the
amount of parking

Parking garage should
be better utilized,
connected to the area
via the pedestrian
bridge

Concern over what
happens in the "in
between" before we
get to the "21st century
city"

Spillover parking into
the neighborhood consider full-time
resident parking
permits

Build fewer parking
spaces, end up with
fewer cars - people do
choose to not own a
car

Focus on S. Water
and S. Main

Bike lane on
Wickenden
ends
suddenly

Unable to take a
left turn onto
Wickendenforced to use S.
Main

Terrifying to
cross at
Wickenden on a
bike or as a
pedestrian

Concern
over TJ's
driveway
location

Large structured
parking under 195 currently
underutilized
Deliveries
from large
trucks will
lead to
congestion
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Other Feedack
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Crowd tonight not
representative of
entire community

Noise pollution related
to development

Consider stakeholder
interviews/meetings
with business owners

Parking is necessary for
people who travel into
Providence to visit the
businesses

How do we
accommodate local
residents and visitors

Consider snow storage/
snow removal

